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...if you keep your promises, and vote solid, I'm cocksure of election!
SUNDAY, JUNE 27:
ELECTIONS / FANTASY MEETING

SUNDAY, JUNE 27 AT 2:00 PM: ELECTIONS/FANTASY
MEETING. At 2:00 on June 27 we’ll meet at the home of Philip
and Nancy Burstein in Arlington Heights to elect next year’s
board. As We explained last month, this year President Dick
Freedman, Treasurer Philip Burstein, Program Chair
Rebecca Consentino, and Members-at-Large Patricia Brewer
and Sheldon Hochman are all up for replacement. The Board
has eager candidates standing for every position (in fact, in many
cases, members are seeking their own lapsed seats) - but one:
We have no declared candidate for Program Chair. Rebecca
has expressed a willingness to continue as part of a Program
Chair (perhaps one of the legs, if not the back…), if she can find
a partner with whom she can rule as One Individual - someone
who has easier access to a telephone than she, who can handle the
booking of space for meetings. But a candidate -or team of
candidates - who wish to have the fun all to him- her- or themselves is also welcome to step forward. [Note - The Program
Chair seat can be one of the most satisfying positions, if the
person holding the title thinks of it as a chance to throw a party
once a month or so for a lot of friends who like the same sorts of
things you like, using NEGASS’s funds!] Please contact any
member of the Board (see the masthead on the last page of this
rag) for more information on the duties and perks of each of the
available positions.

been longing to sing The Nightmare Song - a bass and a contralto
who’ve been longing to perform the dialog and duet between
Casilda and Luiz… come try it out! (Or just sing something from
the role you’ve been working on but haven’t yet won in a
standard production.) We’ll have two accompanists available to
help out: Katherine Bryant and Eric Schwartz. If you know
what you want to sing, contact Katherine (see the masthead for
contact info). If you won’t know ‘til you get there - we’ll do our
best to satisfy you all. [Does anyone want to try one of the
ensembles from THE GRAND DUKE with Us? Be in touch! mlc]
HOW TO GET THERE: The Bursteins live at 108 Oakland
Ave., at the corner of Oakland and Cedar St. in Arlington, MA.
Take Route 2 from anywhere to the Park Avenue exit into
Arlington, and drive down the Park Ave hill to Oakland Ave (the
third street past the Water Tower, which is a large cylindrical
edifice set in a small park on your right). Turn right on Oakland,
drive one block to Cedar - and you’ll see the Burstein’s house on
the corner, on the right just past the intersection. Park either on
Oakland or on Cedar. Or take Massachusetts Ave from
anywhere until you reach Park Ave. in Arlington. (You can also
take the 77/Arlington Heights Bus from Harvard, which will
carry you to the Mass. Ave/Park intersection.) Go up the Park
Ave. hill. Oakland will be the fifth street on your left, and the
Bursteins will be one block in on your right.

Fantasies next -- For anyone who feels inclined, some role we
~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~
undertake to find congenial with his frame of mind… After
fulfilling your fantasies by getting yourself or your favorite MAY MEETING: HUNTINGTON MIKADO. We have not
candidate elected to the Board, fulfill another fantasy: Bring a received a review of the production, although We’ve been
G&S or related solo or ensemble you’ve always wanted to assured that a number of NEGASSers did in fact attend, and did
sing, and perform it. Or bring a dialogue scene and perform in fact enjoy the unusual production. One too-timid-to-bethat. Bring a friend with whom to perform your favorite scene - published attendee commented positively on the Victorian, rather
or just bring a score and trust to Fortune that someone present than Japanoiserie, setting and costumes, and enjoyed W.S.
will help you fulfill your dream. As with Last Minute Light Gilbert’s cameo appearance. Any further news? -- mlc

Opera, there’s no need to stick to an expected role. A soprano
¸º¸¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º
who wants to sing Pooh-Bah’s toast -- a baritone who wants to

share his interpretation of Poor Wandr’ing One - a mezzo who’s
~1~
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BUT, DAMME, YOU DON’T GO! Why do so few people
attend NEGASS meetings? One answer: “Weekends are the
only time I can do the outdoor activities I love - hold meetings on
week nights instead.” Another: “I enjoy attending performances
with others with my interests, but I don’t enjoy spending a
beautiful Sunday afternoon in a theatre. Hold meetings at which
we do things - for instance, LMLO - on a Sunday afternoon, but
if the meeting involves attendance at a performance, make it a
Thursday or Friday night instead!” Yet another: “The reason I
haven't been attending meetings is that I can no longer drive after
dark and in the winter with it getting dark at 4:30 I'm stuck.”
So - is the answer varied meeting times and days? Perhaps
participational meetings on Sunday afternoons, concerts on
Thursday or Friday nights… and perhaps a car-pool hot-line for
people who either don’t have cars or can’t drive at night. (Note:
It’s spring now! - the sun won’t set until ‘way after the June 27
meeting ends!) Those of you who live within a reasonable
distance of the NEGASS epicenter in Eastern MA should be
finding stamped, addressed mail-back forms inserted in this issue
of the Bray, asking you questions on this topic - please take five
minutes to check off a few squares and send your form back to
us! -- mlc



~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Marc Shepherd, the new list-master of SavoyNet, writes:
The D’Oyly Carte Opera Company has a website,
which appears to be actively maintained. The address is
<http://www.doylycarte.org.uk/>. The date of last update
is 9th April. [actually - May 10, by now! - mlc] Among
the news listed:
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Tentative Meeting Schedule, 1998-99:
8/29

Picnic/sing-through, Norfolk, MA
~ NEXT BRAY COPY DEADLINE: August 1~

Next Bray Stuffing: August 8 at 3:00 PM. Call Us at (617)
253-5810 during the day, at (781) 646-9115 evenings and
weekends, or email mlcar@mit.edu at any time, for directions to
Our snug and easy-to-get-to home. -- mlc
NB - after once again receiving the complaint that someone has
been attempting in vain to send Us an e-mail - and after noticing
once again that the problem was caused by a mis-reading of Our
address - We wish to boringly reiterate: Our address is
MLCAR@MIT.EDU. That is, M as in Marion, L as in Leeds, Car
as in Carroll. <micar> won’t get to Us!

The traditional Annual NEGASS Picnic, as we all know, can
no longer be held at the home of the hospitable Mr. Alfred
Shepherd and Mrs. Mary Howe DeWolf Shepherd. We have
received a new invitation for this year. To familiarize
NEGASSers with the location, We wish to print preliminary
directions early - detailed directions will be in the next Bray!
This year’s NEGASS picnic
Sunday, August 29 at 2 PM
20 Marshall Street, Norfolk MA

-- H.M.S. PINAFORE will be played at the Royal
Festival Hall, South Bank Centre, from 27th July to 1st
August. A little bird told me that original orchestrations
will once again be used.
-- There is to be an autumn tour of a G&S opera TBA.
-- There is likely to be another Christmas season at a
West End theatre.
-- "Plans are underway for a tour in the United States in
the Autumn of 2000! “
Such plans do not always come to fruition, but it is at least
interesting to know what is under consideration.
-- MARC SHEPHERD oakapple@cris.com
: ) : ) : ) : o : ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o : )
We’d like to remind folks: To subscribe to SavoyNet, the G&S
mailing list, send the message Subscribe SavoyNet (your full
name) to the address listserv@bridgewater.edu - and you’ll be
sent all the information you need.
: ) : ) : ) : o : ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o: ) : ) : ) : o : )

From far west or far south, take Route 495 to Exit 15 (Wrentham,
Route 1A North). Take 1A North to Route 115. Turn left onto
Route 115 and continue to Marshall Street. Turn left onto
Marshall Street. There will be several numbered houses on the
right, a sign for a ’blind driveway’ which will be #12, followed by
a short stretch of woods. The next driveway on the right is 20
Marshall Street. It is an all-white cape cod house with a circular
driveway. Welcome!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
1b) From the east, take Route 128 to Interstate 95 South. Take 95
to Exit 9 (Route 1, Wrentham). Exit onto Route 1 Southbound.
Turn right at the next intersection (Old Post Road). Next, turn
onto Common Street. Continue straight, still on Common Street,
to the next traffic light, which is Route 1A, Main Street. Turn
left onto Route 1A and continue to the intersection with Route
115 (Pond Street). Turn right onto Route 115 and continue to
Marshall Street. Turn left onto Marshall Street and continue as
above.

~~~~~~~~ ¸ º ¸ ¸ º ¸ ¸ º ¸ º ¸ ~~~~~~~~~
While you’re in England at the Buxton Festival, visit the newly
opened Coleton Fishacre in Devon, built for Rupert D’Oyly
Carte in 1925. In addition to its natural beauties, the house
includes “a bedroom displaying memorabilia, programmes and
posters, mostly from the inter-war years of the D’Oyly Carte
Opera Company,” according to the May 8 issue of The
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Independent, sent to Us by NEGASS’s Swiss connection, David
Stieber. In the UK, phone 01803 752466 for more info.

¸ º INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL NEWS ¸ º 


The Yeomen costumes were the spectacular and familiar ones we
had seen earlier, provided by Janice Dallas and the Sudbury
Savoyards.

Next year’s festival is set for July 28 - August 15 in Buxton,
England. There will be plenty of opportunity to perform in
“Scratch” productions and master classes, as well as a chance
to audition for the Festival Production - and plenty of
opportunity to attend performances and lectures, visit
interesting sites, collect memorabilia, and make friends from
around the world.

The accompaniment was provided by birds in the nearby trees,
but they seemed to have the sense to go to sleep after the opening
number. (They fit quite nicely into Phoebe’s opening number, but
might have seemed a little inappropriate had they still been active
during the execution scene.) More persistent were the two
pianos, which did an accurate job. Whether two pianos can
adequately convey Sullivan’s music is a matter for discussion
among people with better music credentials than mine; I found
them fully satisfactory, and those people can consider themselves
warned.

NEGASSers planning to attend so far include Irv Hodgkin,
who’ll be playing the role of Old Adam in the SavoyNet
production of RUDDIGORE, and Bobbie Herman, Mary
Finn and Don Smith, who’ll also be in the SavoyNet
production, while Paul Cohen will be on the production team.

Sarah Reese (Elsie Maynard) was excellent, with a strong voice,
though I suspect she came in a beat early at "Oh, Mercy, thou
whose smile has shone". The advantage of not having a full
orchestra was seen in that the error, if it was not my imagination,
was quickly compensated for by the accompanist. The only
major weakness in the music: I suspect the music director yielded
to the wishes of the stage director on the a capella numbers
(“Alas, I waver to and fro” and “Strange adventure”)[“Alas, I
waver” was done a capella? - very interesting… - mlc]; if the
singers were less spread out they might have been better able to
maintain their pitches.

For all the details of the 1998 Festival - reviews, photos,
diaries and a general sense of the ambiance of a wonderful
experience, visit the Buxton Daily Diary at:
http://www.btinternet.com/~richards.gands/buxton98/welcome.htm

(This site was made possible in part by NEGASSer Peter
Zavon.)
To learn more about attending, write to
Neil Smith, Festival Director
The G&S Festival Trust
The Old Vicarage, Haley Hill
Halifax HX3 6DR, UK

Some minor dialog changes were necessitated to allow Jack Point
to sing "Oh! a private buffoon is a light-hearted loon" to the
audience, to show Point’s low spirits before Wilfred’s Second Act
entrance. The more usual spot is to sing it to Wilfred a few
minutes later, to explain to him how easy it is to be a jester.

phone 011 - 44 - 1422-323252, or fax your inquiries to 011 44 -1422-355604 -- or visit the above Web page to find even
more points of contact.

¸º¸º¸º¸º

REVIEWS
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foreshadowed in the words. ("Food for fishes only fitted"). Good
job by scenic designer Brent Wachter.

¸º¸º¸º¸º

There’s been a spate of YEOMEN lately - here’s
news about a few of them:

PUBLICK THEATRE’S YEOMEN. Despite a few flaws,
YEOMEN at the Publick Theatre [Boston, MA] is a superblydirected show that capitalizes on the strengths of an open-air
amphitheater.
There were a number of innovations and
interpretations that were new to me, and despite being a
traditionalist, I enjoyed most of them.
The setting showed the castle courtyard, with a stage right
stairway to an upper level walkway and cell doors at the stage left
end of the walkway. The river was implied to be running just the
other side of the wall. This allowed the crowd to realistically
threaten to throw Jack Point into the river, and allowed for the
arquebus to be fired from the river’s edge as well. It even
allowed for an ending I had never seen, though it is clearly

I had no problem with these changes, even though it was arguable
whether the new position for the song was better. But I was upset
by several cuts, and even outright changes, that were made in
other places in the dialog. Some of my favorite lines were
missing, such as "and I am but a girl, and so, when I am highly
wrought, I faint." The scene in which Phoebe expresses her
dismay at how things have turned out, and loses control until she
blurts out her fatal admission, was shortened and made less
convincing. Sgt. Meryll’s wooing of Dame Carruthers was vastly
abbreviated. I can only guess that these cuts, and others, were
made to shorten the program by something like ten minutes.
On the other hand, some innovations were positive. Only Sgt.
Meryll sang the chorus accompaniment to the first verse of
"When our gallant Norman foes", making the second ending a
striking contrast when everybody joined in. The interaction
between Point and Elsie Maynard in response to Sir Richard
Cholmondeley was unusually convincing, and avoided the usual
effect of making Point seem self-centered and uncaring. (There
was a twist I strongly object to, in that Cholmondeley had been
given much more than the hundred crowns for the prospective
bride, but only offered the hundred to Elsie. Why gratuitously
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vilify his character?) Other character interactions occurred,
clarifying or at least shedding new light on familiar situations.
Director Bob Jolly, back to direct his eighth Savoy operetta at
the Publick, clearly understood the action he was calling for. His
having performed a number of the patter baritone roles, listed in
his biography, surely helped.
The most satisfying aspect of his direction was the timing, to set
up the musical numbers. Our editor has trained me (through her
own example) to appreciate "making the music happen." The
singers would never reach a pose, and wait for the music so they
could start to sing. Instead, they would go about their business,
and at some point dictated by the action, they would begin to sing
-- and, of course, the music was ready for them at the same
moment.
This show runs till June 27th, and I urge you to see it.
- RICHARD FREEDMAN
Those of you who saw the 6/08/99 Boston Globe review of the
same show may not recognize it - the Globe panned not just the
production and the performers, but the opera itself! So much for
the commentator in the Bray a couple of months ago who
thought that professional reviewers had to be more polite than
amateurs, for fear of libel suits - this professional reviewer
complained of the show’s “ recycled bosh, including homages to
English grit (’’When our gallant Norman foes’’) and soldierly
merit (''Tower Warders, Under Orders''), … played with a
Victorian poker face, presumably to reinforce an ending that
departs from G&S's usual sendup of cheery fadeouts…”, and
sweetly declares: “The Publick Theatre staging is anemic on
just about every level, from its depressingly gray and blank set,
an underpopulated company of F-Troop yeomen who can’t jab
straight, lumpy costumes, and a general lack of sexual chemistry
that stymies pathos. Sarah Reese’s Elsie has a supple voice, but
her songstress strikes no sparks with Fairfax, who is played by a
weak-voiced Bill Monnen as an adolescent twit…” How many
“amateur” reviewers would dare to offer comments like those?! and how likely would We be to publish them? -- mlc

¸º¸¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º
TROUPER LIGHT OPERA CO’S YEOMEN. Bobbie
Herman writes: “Here's one of the [three positive] reviews I
mentioned. It was written by Paul Cohen, who has given me his
permission to reprint it. If the fact that he's my husband, and I
was in the Chorus, and that we're both on the Troupers’ Board
presents a problem, let me know.” We happen to think that it
presents no possible problem whatever! - mlc
Three YEOMEN performances in just a few months
(Middletown/Simsbury/NYGASP) -- each of them noteworthy,
sticking close to the book, but different enough in their individual
parts to make the contrast interesting -- and all of them enjoyable
experiences. It is the latest, the Troupers Light Opera [New
Canaan, CT.] version that I want to discuss.

June, 1999
children and grandchildren present, a fact that often means more
audience "participation" than one might wish for, yet they were
strangely quiet throughout. I thought that a good sign - they
seemed to be paying close attention. There was something special
about this Troupers YEOMEN, a clear momentum that had the
convoluted plot moving along smoothly on its own logic while
the suspense never flagged. Even the extended dialog sequences,
which might make a short-attention-span audience restless, were
not unwelcome. I believe this was due to the good chemistry
between performers and the director’s emphasis on making the
words clearly heard.. Diction! This was interesting, for I had
warned my guests to carefully read the program synopsis before
the show because of the complex storyline -- an assignment they
ignored. During intermission I asked if they had any trouble
following the action. They said, of course not, why did I ask?
(These were not G&S fans, by the way; I was surprised and
delighted they were enjoying the show.) OK, then, what was
special about this YEOMEN?
The Setting: With the curtain raised during the overture, the
surreal "Caligari-like" Tower structure had an eerie threedimensional beauty. Since no pit was available, the orchestra was
placed onstage, cleverly concealed by matching flats as the
performance began. The New Canaan High School theatre is
unusually large and acoustically-challenging, hence body mikes
had to be used to cover the area. I’ve experienced some
unnerving moments in the past with body mikes -- I’m glad to say
this time they were used with care and well-modulated.
The Costumes: At last, they not only fit, they look tailored! One
of the things I love about YEOMEN is the colorful pageantry it’s a glorious spectacle. And when you add the towering music,
well, magic happens.
Lighting: I like the way the dramatic finale was handled, a
difficult scene in which Jack Point’s agony is played out against
the entire assembled cast. The ambient lights dimmed, all players
but JP froze as a single beam of light isolated him from his
surroundings. [Having vetoed Our own lighting designer’s
attempts to use similar effects -- We prefer a naturalistic lighting
plot rather than an obviously theatrical one -- it was startling to
Us to read this comment. We wonder what others have to say
about the use of lighting - How many of you like obviously
staged lighting effects; how many like a more subtle approach? mlc]
(BTW, this brings up the inevitable "does Jack Point die?" In my
mind, there is no question about it. One dies "for the love of a
ladye" - one does not collapse, or swoon for it. Assuming he
merely fainted, does he then recover his senses, alone and
embarrassed in the town square? Does he still have a job with the
Lieutenant or does he go into partnership with Wilfred? No, poor
Jack must die.)
The Players: An outstanding cast of lead characters. Martin
Everall’s Jack Point is a reckless fool, truly "merry, wise, quaint,
grim and sardonic" all in one -- a figure larger than life. His last
appearance is not merely poignant, it is profoundly disturbing.

I’m not sure Mother’s Day was meant to be celebrated at a G&S
theatrical but it didn’t seem to hurt attendance. There were lots of
~4~
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Jane Bernd’s Elsie is memorable both for her sweet voice and
sensitive acting. I knew what to expect from Jane, but Joan
Mitchell Carlo was new to me and what a delightful surprise!
Her Phoebe is a perfect counterpoint to Elsie and with her very
expressive voice and face, she will touch you and convulse you
as she torments the assistant-tormentor. Wilfred Shadbolt is the
oaf played by Tom Zimmerman, but he has added an element of
self-mocking wickedness that struck a humorous chord with the
audience.
I could go on about the excellent others, but I’ll spare you all the
details. G&S lives, nay, thrives in Fairfield County!
-- PAUL COHEN

June, 1999
Lancaster, Sue Black, Joan Self & David Manifold (no prizes
for guessing why this is included!); Neighbours' Chorus from
Offenbach's La Jolie Parfumeuse and Kipling's Recessional
"God of our fathers" to music from Gounod's Faust (Sullivan is
reported to have been asked to set this but found the metre too
complicated).
Tickets cost 5 pounds for adults and 3 pounds concessions
(children under 16, students with ID, senior citizens) I do have
some tickets available for sale: please e-mail me privately.
-- HELGA PERRY <sharkli@btinternet.com>

CALENDAR

¸º¸¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º
Bob Cumming of the Connecticut G&S Society writes:
“Couldn’t get up, as hoped, for your YEOMEN. Having Point
stab himself is quite an innovation. You’re brave! [Truth to tell,
it was Point himself - Larry Seiler - who convinced Us to try it
that way, and it did make sense with his characterization! - mlc]
But, as an opera lover, I’d rather see that than what we saw at
Simsbury lately… where he was playing with flowers on the
headsman’s platform and, without build-up, fell over -‘insensible.’ He had worn a distracting, huge ‘cod piece’
throughout.
[We wonder what ideas were behind this
interpretation - can anyone tell Us?] -- Best --- BOB CUMMING

¸º¸¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º¸º
Janice Dallas sends Us the following posting from SavoyNet:
BROUDE EDITION of TRIAL BY JURY in Worcestershire,
UK. Severnside Theatre Ensemble presents the first chance for
anyone anywhere to hear the complete Broude Critical Edition
of TRIAL in a concert performance with full orchestra at the
Chantry High School, Martley, near Worcester UK (that's a
couple of miles from the Elgar Birthplace Museum - which is
open Sunday afternoons) on the evening of Sunday July 18th
1999, commencing 7.30 PM.

Elderhostel will host two programs at the Incarnation Center
in Ivorytown, CT, led by Ralph MacPhail, Jr. and Deborah
Lyon. The July 11-17 program will emphasize participation, and
culminate in a concert version of IOLANTHE The second, July
18-24, will concentrate on "The Big Three"-- PINAFORE,
PIRATES and MIKADO-- with less emphasis on performance,
though there will be a last night concert for anyone who feels
inclined. If you’re 55 or older (or accompanied by someone in
that age bracket) and would like to take part, Register toll-free
with Elderhostel at 1-877-426-2167. Questions about the
courses? Contact Rafe by E-mail: Rmacphai@bridgewater.edu
or by regular mail:
Box 114 Bridgewater College,
Bridgewater VA 22812-1599. Office Tel. (540) 828-5342;
Home Tel. (540)828-6656.
The Huntington Theater’s run of MIKADO will continue in
Boston until June 20. The company will then move its production
to the North Shore Music Theatre, for a run from June 29-July
18 - where, We have just learned, a Group Rate of $14.25 is
available for Saturday and Wednesday matinees. For more info,
check
the
Huntington’s
web
site
at
http://www.bu.edu/HUNTINGTON, or, for North Shore tix, call
978-9228500 x 235 or 211, or visit www.nsmt.org.
The Publick Theatre of Boston’s YEOMEN continues through
6/27. Call (617) 782-5425 for more info.

ANGELINA - Sue Black
EDWIN - David Manifold
JUDGE - David Johnson
COUNSEL Paul D. Scott
USHER - Doug Brinklow
Severnside Theatre Ensemble Chorus & Orchestra
Conductor: Bruce I. Miller
The TRIAL vocal scores received their beta-test in a concert
performance with piano [played by Eric Schwartz] at College of
the Holy Cross [in Worcester, MA, also conducted by Bruce] a
couple of years ago (I think it was GAMAREX who reviewed
that on SavoyNet); now it's time to carry out the same exercise
with the orchestra parts. The vocal scores will be published in the
very near future. It'll be the first time the vocal scores have been
used in a public performance in the UK and the first public use of
the orchestra parts anywhere at all.
In the first half of the programme: Overture to IOLANTHE;
"D'un pensiero" from Bellini's La Sonnambula featuring Maria

The Hancock County G&S Society will revive their recent
TRIAL/PINAFORE on July 15, 16, 17, 1999 at the Grand
Auditorium in Ellsworth, Maine. Leads include NEGASSers Lee
Patterson (Counsel, TRIAL) and Irv Hodgkin (Dick Deadeye,
PINAFORE). For more info, call Lee at (207) 244-4044.

College Light Opera Co. (CLOC), which performs at the
Highland Theatre, off Depot Ave. in Falmouth, MA, plans
GONDOLIERS June 29-July 3 and PINAFORE August 17-21.
Box office phone opens 6/14 at 10 AM: (508) 548-0668. Or mail
ticket orders to CLOC, P.O. Drawer 906, Falmouth, MA 02541.
All tickets are $20.
The Fiddlehead Theatre Company is planning a Musical
Review directed by NEGASSer Todd Allen Long and produced
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by his wife Aroostine, featuring solos and ensembles from
PIRATES, PINAFORE, and MIKADO, among other shows.
Performances will be July 27, 28 & 29 at the Norwood Theater,
109 Central Street, Norwood, MA. For more info, call (781)
762-4060.

June, 1999
Producer Nancy Burstein at nancy_burstein@abtassoc.com or
call her at (781) 646-3698 for more info.

The Sudbury Savoyards plan a production of Gilbert’s play
Foggerty’s Fairy on July 23, 24, 30, 31, August 6, 7, 1999 at
8:00 PM at Hawes Hall of the Sudbury (MA) United Methodist
Church, with a matinee performance at 2:00 PM on Sunday,
August 1. Direction is by M. J. J. Cashman. For more
information, call 978-443-8811 or check out their web site at

THE NEW ENGLAND GILBERT AND

SULLIVAN SOCIETY
PO Box 367, Arlington, MA 02476-0004
Send electronic contributions to our e-mail address:
negass@iname.com

http://www.sudburysavoyards.org

Yes, We know it’s not… MITG&SP is planning a world premier
production of a musical adaptation of J. M. Barrie’s The
Admirable Crichton. For more info, contact MITG&SP via email at savoyards-request@mit.edu, call (617) 253-0190, or visit
http://www.mit.edu/activities/gsp/home.html

President RICHARD FREEDMAN:
(617) 630-9525; rnf@null.net and
http://people.ne.mediaone.net/rnf

Vice-President J. DONALD SMITH: (508) 823-5110;
dsmith@umassd.edu

Secretary CAROL MAHONEY: (781) 648-1720;

Ocean State Lyric Opera (formerly Ocean State Light Opera)
plans La Boheme and PIRATES for the coming season.
Valley Light Opera of Amherst, MA plans its 25th anniversary
production, PIRATES, for November 5, 6, 7, 12 and 13 at the
Amherst Regional High School auditorium. Call producers Cami
Elbow (413-549-0024) or Al Hudson (413-256-6950) for more
info - or visit VLO’s new web site, www.vlo.org, provided by
BerkshireNet.
The Connecticut G&S Society plans PINAFORE, 11/12 & 13
at 8 PM, 11/14 at 2:00 PM at the Middletown (CT) High School
auditorium. Call 1-800-866-1606 for more info.
If you’re in Perth, Western Australia in late September, catch the
G&S Soc. of WA’s production of THE GRAND DUKE - the
first production ever in Perth!
The Toronto-Ra (newsletter of guess which Canadian city?)
announces that the Toronto G&S Society will present MIKADO
from 11/25 -12/4, returning to the stage after a several-year
hiatus. For audition or other info, contact Producer Ron Maskell
at (416) 512-1718.
The Actorsingers of Nashua (NH) plan to present PIRATES
next year. More news as it breaks!
We’re looking forward to THE MILLENNIUM SINGOUT, to
be held in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, August 18-20, 2000 - for
details, contact Ori Siegel <oris@interlog.com>.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Yes, We know it’s not… Living Room Opera doesn’t perform
G&S.
It performs scenes from operas under workshop
conditions. But it boasts NEGASS members Janice Dallas, Art
Dunlap, Richard Knowlton, Larry Seiler, Tom Weber, most
of the Burstein family - and Eric Schwartz and Ourself [mlc] as
directors. Performance: 8/1, in Arlington, MA. Contact
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MAHONEY.CAROL@EPAMAIL.EPA.GOV

Treasurer PHIL BURSTEIN: (781)646-3698;
plburst@elensys.com

Program Chair REBECCA CONSENTINO: (617) 7313998; rac@bu.edu and
http://www.geocities.com/Vienna/Strasse/1065

Members at Large:
Company Promoter KATHERINE BRYANT: (617) 4910373; klb@cybercom.net and http://www.cybercom.net/~klb
SHELDON HOCHMAN: (508) 842-7617;
GAMAREX@aol.com

PATRICIA BREWER: (617) 323-3480;
qacee@aol.com

Membership Officer: BILL MAHONEY: (781) 648-1720
Newsletter Editor: MARION LEEDS CARROLL
(781) 646-9115; MLCAR@MIT.EDU - and:
http://web.mit.edu/mlcar/Public/www/mlcarroll.html
NEGASS membership dues are $15 and up. Please send
membership inquiries to Bill Mahoney C/O the above address.

The NEGASS Web Page is located at
http://diamond.idbsu.edu/GaS/societies/negass.html
The Trumpet Bray can be read on line at
http://diamond.idbsu.edu/GaS/societies/Trumpet_Bray.html

